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Is there a stretch of water anywhere
in New Zealand more in need of a fit
for purpose Coastguard vessel than
Foveaux Strait?

Fred Tulett, Retired Editor,

The Southland Times (14 December 2012)

• This submission is a request for a one−off capital grant of $100000, as the Invercargill City Council's contribution to the urgently
required fit for purpose rescue vessel operated by Coastguard Bluff on Foveaux Strait.

• We ask that the Council consider this submission for inclusion in the Annual Plan.

• We request the opportunity to speak to the main points in t i s submission at the next available Council Meeting.

Old Brand new and built to last
The Coastguard Bluff rescue boat is old. She is kept in the
water, ready to respond at Bluff Harbour. This means a

The new rescue boat will be built to last until 2045. She will

shortened life span as well as higher maintenance costs. be built using our community's expertise, competence and

Any rescue boat, even with a sound maintenance schedule, commitment. As a brand new rescue boat we can expect

is at risk of unexpected breakdown or equipment failure. If a years of reliable service before we need to invest in any

rescue boat were to breakdown during a search and rescue
significant repairs and maintenance. This rescue boat will

mission it could spell disaster. also have lower running costs over the long term.

Not suitable in rough conditions Designed to keep volunteers safe

The current rescue boat can only be used in moderate The new rescue boat will be able to cover the entire area

seas. She is only 8.5 metres long and has a limited range
of operation. North to Nugget Point, west to Centre Island

due to her fuel capacity. and south encompassing Stewart Island.

Quite rightly many of our volunteer's families are concerned The new fit−for−purpose rescue boat is 12 metres in

about their husbands and wives, mothers and fathers, and length providing a much safer platform for our volunteers

sons and daughters going to sea when there is a call out in to operate from, even in rough conditions.

rough conditions. And quite rightly some make the difficult Able to rescue more people
decision not to go. The new vessel will be able to pull more people out of
Can only early an additional 5 people the water and carry them safely back to shore and their

The current rescue boat can only carry 9 people including anxious families.

an optimum crew of 5. It is also very difficult to use the
vessel as a winching platform when helicopter support is
needed.
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Coastguard Bluff covers the marine area in Foveaux Strait between Stewart Island, Centre Island and
Nugget Point. The people who participate in recreational boating in Foveaux Strait area come from all
over Southland. At the last Southland Boat Show, Coastguard ran a competition that included asking
people where they go boating.

• Invercargill − city

• Invercargill − rural

• Bluff

• Arrowtown

• Edendale

C Gore

Otautau

• Wanaka

C Winton

U Dipton

is Garston

i i Lumsden

is Manapouri

is Outram

Queenstown

is Riverton
People who go boating in Foveaux Strait and I c Anau
entered the Coastguard competition at the 0 Wallacetown
Southland Boat Show Wyndham

Coastguard Bluff—Vessel Replacement Budget
Expenditure $
Vessel—price estimate 998,000
Project Management—vessel build 17,500
Fundraising costs 25,000
Naval Architect—design cost 24,000
Contingency © 10% 99,800
Total 1,164,300

Income
Coastguard Bluff. This includes $50,000
that will come from the sale of the Coastguard
New Zealand rescue boat and $109,000
from fundraising activities and savings
NZ Lottery Grants Board
Coastguard − fundraising and design costs
Rotary Club of Invercargill
Estate of Peter Wilding
VHF Users Assn
SBS
SouthPort
Other members of the Fishing Community
General Donations

• Sill to
Total

$

159,000
300,000

49,000
10,000
50,000

3,000
2,000

20,000
33,750
12,500

525,050
1,164,300

Why doesn't Coastguard buy a good quality and larger fishing boat Bluff crew respond first. When the Easy Rider' emergency
type vessel, surety that would be a lot Cheaper? call was raised by Police the Coastguard Bluff crew were on
There are fishing vessels of this sort available for less than the water in 3 minutes. At the outside they expect to be on
the cost we are proposing for this purpose designed rescue the water within 10 minutes. There are not enough volunteers
boat. The reason these fishing boats are not suitable is that based in Bluff for a prolonged search operation. Initially the local
in some cases they are too big, it is vital when we are coming Bluff volunteers take the first crew roster until the crew needs
to the aid of a small recreational runabout that we are able to to be rotated and a second crew made up of other volunteers
manoeovre close to the boat even in rough weather and that from the wider Southland community are able to step in.
we can easily transfer people from one vessel to the other. We The Commercial fishing fleet respond to marine emergencies, why
also need to be able to quickly and safely pull people out of do we need a Coastguard rescue vessel as well?
the water, some may be injured and it is vital that when we are The commercial and recreational operators of vessels in
trying to bring them aboard we do not cause further injuries. Foveaux Strait have in the past and will in the future rely on the
The proposed rescue boat is designed to make it easy to get goodwill of the Commercial fishing fleet. The new Coastguard
people out of the water vessel will complement the generosity and dedication of the
Some of the Coastguard volunteers have to come all the way from commercial fishing fleet by providing a fast response vessel
Invercargill when there is an emergency. Are they able to got out with specialised equipment that can save lives. Rescues in
on the water quick enough? Foveaux Strait place a large cost on a few fishermen which the
Coastguard Bluff has volunteers based in both Bluff and new boat will help to alleviate.
Invercargill. When the pagers go off in an emergency the local
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